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target the
rise in healthconsciousness
will need to be
balanced with
the increase in
price sensitivity
among some
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A

ccording to Euromonitor, sales of baked goods saw a healthy
growth in most of the region’s countries over the 2015-2020
period, with China in particular helping to drive the overall
Asia Pacific performance. Japan was an exception to this,
with baked goods in this country negatively influenced by
extremely hot weather, rising costs and lack of exposure to bread among
schoolchildren, a category where baked goods were formerly a popular
staple, which began to be increasingly replaced by rice-based lunches.
China saw a sharp slowdown in its baked goods sales growth in 2020 as
the pandemic hit the country, affecting production, logistics, supply and
distribution of baked goods in the country. Another general trend across
much of the region in 2020 was the shift that saw consumers switching
from unpackaged to packaged products due to hygiene concerns.
Rising consumer health-consciousness and increasing interest in
nutrition were already exerting a growing influence on demand in baked
goods prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, and according to the specialists,
this trend is set to continue in the future. However, with the economic
impact of measures to limit the spread of COVID-19 having significantly
undermined consumer confidence and spending power, manufacturers’
efforts to target the rise in consumer health-consciousness will need
to be balanced with the increase in price sensitivity among some
consumers, Euromonitor warns.
In the short term, this intensified demand from consumers will require
manufacturers, retailers, and other related industry players to clearly
communicate why their products and supply chains should be trusted.
In the longer term, and dependent on the eventual scale and impact that
COVID-19 has on consumer markets, it may speed up a re-think on how
shoppers evaluate purchases and the benefits that they see as the key
factors to consider.
China will continue to see a strong growth short-term, helping baked
goods see an impressive annual sales increase in Asia Pacific as a
whole. Further positive growth is expected medium- to long-term,
with the increasingly hectic character of modern urban living driving
demand for convenient food options such as baked goods, which are
well-suited to snacking. 
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news

Angel Yeast Introduces Yeast
Protein AngeoPro F80 as a
Source of Natural Protein for
Plant-based Foods
Angel Yeast Co., Ltd has launched AngeoPro
F80, a vegan-friendly, allergen-free,
natural-origin yeast protein. An ideal
solution to complement plant-based protein
sources to meet the growing demand for
protein across the globe, AngeoPro F80 is
rich in nutrition and protein content with
properties that can neutralize off-flavors
and boost the overall taste profile.
“As a unique microbial protein, yeast protein
can not only provide similar nutritional value
to animal protein, but also address the concerns involving plant-based
protein such as genetic modification and shortage of land resources. We
believe yeast protein is one of the best alternative protein sources in the
market now,” said Eric Ao, General Manager of Angel Yeast Europe Division.
AngeoPro F80 can be widely used in various products including protein bars,
beverages, and baked sweets, as well as a wide range of plant-based food
including vegan fish, vegan burgers, vegan cheese analog, vegan chicken
cutlets, etc. Coupled with Angel’s off-note masking technology and the full
range of yeast extract products, we also provide low-salt, taste-boosting
solutions to enhance the flavors and mouthfeel of plant-based foods to
mimic the tastes and flavors of chicken, beef, and cheese.

New Technology
Designed To Detect
Destructive Cocoa Virus

Swiss agrifood testing company
SwissDeCode, in collaboration with
Mars Wrigley, has created an onsite test that is designed to detect
Cocoa Swollen Shoot Disease
(CSSD) in asymptomatic trees in
less than 60 minutes.
For decades, cocoa trees are thought
to be infected so the virus has been
6

an acute problem for the cocoa and
chocolate industry as it can reduce
cocoa yield by up to 70%. Until now,
no efficient methods to quickly detect
the presence of the virus in field in
asymptomatic plants had been found.
Built on SwissDeCode’s DNAFoil
proprietary technology, and
incorporating underlying research
from Mars Wrigley, the new solution
is an easy-to-perform testing kit that
would enable field personnel to quickly
test cocoa trees, using their leaves
as samples. The test would enable
farmers to detect infected trees, even
before they show any symptoms, and
to take immediate action to prevent
the spread of the virus to healthy trees,
thus helping to safeguard their current
and future income.
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Barry Callebaut Appoints
New Managing Director
of Malaysia
The Barry Callebaut Group announced that Robert Kotuszewski
would be appointed Managing Director for Malaysia, effective
December 1, 2021. In this new role, Robert will provide
leadership and direction to the operations and sales team
in Malaysia. In addition to his country MD role, he will also
assume the role of Vice President, Food Manufacturer (FM)
for Southeast Asia (excluding Indonesia). Robert will be based
in Malaysia and will continue to oversee the FM operations in
South Korea and Pakistan and its regional Customer Service.
He will relocate from Singapore to Malaysia in March 2022.
Today, Barry Callebaut operates a chocolate and cocoa factory
in Port Klang and another cocoa factory in Pasir Gudang,
Johor. The company also hosts its regional Customer Service,
Finance and Research & Development operations in the
country. Barry Callebaut started operations in Malaysia back in
2008 when it acquired KLK Cocoa, a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Kuala Lumpur Kepong Berhad (KLK). In 2012, Barry
Callebaut acquired Petra Foods’ Cocoa Ingredients Division and
integrated its cocoa factory in Pasir Gudang into its footprint.

Chinese Mooncakes
Experience Booming
Sales in the US

Suzhou Dao Xiang Cun, an established traditional pastry
manufacturer in China, said that in recent years, Mid-Autumn
Festival has been starting to catch the attention of shoppers
worldwide, reflected in the robust growth of the firm’s pastry
sales in the US.
Most notably, beyond the members of the many Chinese
communities across the US who regularly celebrate the holiday,
many Americans are starting to show an interest in the product
and are choosing to make their purchase from the Chinese pastry
supplier so that they can also experience the special day. As a
result, Suzhou Dao Xiang Cun has established a footprint in the US
market with sales there doubling annually over the past few years.
Suzhou Dao Xiang Cun, founded in 1773, has been doing business
under the Chinese pastry brand Dao Xiang Cun for 248 years.
Today, the firm has evolved into a world-famous food enterprise
group with its products exported to over 40 countries and regions
worldwide. The company’s sales in markets outside China are
expected to reach 130 million yuan (approx. USD20.1m) in 2021.

Specialists in food processing equipment

Commitment 24/7
Rademaker supports your production process any way we can, with German speaking Service Engineers 24 hours
a day, 364 days a year. We develop, deliver and install your production line, are there throughout the start-up and
testing phase, and ensure non-stop production and an increased lifecycle through a cost-effective (preventive)
maintenance program. All you need to do is focus on your core process.

www.rademaker.com

worldbakers.com
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Mondelez in Discussions to
Acquire Snackworks
AVI Ltd. recently confirmed it’s in
talks with Chicago-based Mondelez
Worldwide relating to a possible
acquisition of AVI’s Snackworks
enterprise. AVI had hinted at a possible
sale of the Snackworks enterprise
since September however had not
named any potential patrons.
“The corporate advises shareholders
that it has progressed discussions
with Mondelez Worldwide LLC relating
to the potential acquisition of AVI’s
Snackworks division,” AVI stated.
AVI’s Snackworks division gives a full
vary of candy and savory biscuits,
baked and fried snacks underneath
the Bakers, Baumann’s, Pyotts,
Provita, Baker Road Snacks and
Willards manufacturers.
Mondelez has not commented on
a possible acquisition however has

been lively in increasing its snacks
enterprise. The corporate earlier
this year moved deeper into the
worldwide baking enterprise with the
acquisition of Chipita SA, a quickly
rising world baker of packaged
muffins and pastries.

Ardent Mills Completes
Acquisition of Firebird Artisan
Mills Assets

Ardent Mills, the premier flour-milling and ingredient company, recently
announced that it has successfully completed the acquisition of substantially all
the business assets of Firebird Artisan Mills, a leading gluten-free, specialty grain
and pulse milling company. Over the next several months the Firebird Artisan
Mills brand and products will be fully integrated into Ardent Mills as the company
continues to bolster its emerging nutrition offerings.
“As we partner with our customers in the specialty ingredient and gluten-free
space, we continue to strengthen our capabilities with a portfolio of solutions
that our customers depend on and trust,” said Angie Goldberg, chief growth
officer, Ardent Mills. “Integrating the Firebird Artisan Mills products and
expertise into Ardent Mills will maximize the synergies in our offerings and
enhance the customer experience.”
The acquisition builds upon Ardent Mills’ existing specialty ingredient and
gluten-free solutions; provides additional supply chain assurance; and bolsters
capabilities in Ardent Mills’ leading R&D, technical, food safety and quality
assurance teams.
8
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Grupo Bimbo
Signs Alliance with
Ecuadorian Superfood
Startup Livekuna
Ecuadorian superfood startup LiveKuna announced an alliance
with Mexico’s Grupo Bimbo , the world’s largest confectionery
company and owner of more than 100 brands, to expand its
distribution in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
LiveKuna co-founders Carlos Gutiérrez and Santiago Stacey
created a network of Ecuadorian farmers who grow superfoods.
They currently work directly with about 500 producers to source
chia and quinoa. LiveKuna’s superfood portfolio includes glutenfree flours, pastas, cereals, seeds and grains.
“LiveKuna exceeds the expectations of today’s consumers,
offering clean-label snacks and traceable ingredients without
sacrificing taste. We know that LiveKuna (a brand geared
towards the pursuit of superfoods from family farms), will
push the boundaries of what it’s possible in snacks, ” said
Constantino Matouk , Grupo Bimbo’s director of Bimbo
Ventures, in a statement.
LiveKuna launched its KunaPops line of superfood snacks in
the United States at all 364 Sprouts Farmers Market locations.
According to data from the firm, revenues from quinoa and
chia snacks doubled from 2020 to 2021.

BENEO Announces
Investment in Capacity
Extension for Prebiotic
Chicory Root Fiber
BENEO, one of the leading manufacturers of functional
ingredients, has announced a multi-million investment
program for the coming years to expand capacity for its
prebiotic chicory root fiber production sites in Pemuco,
Chile and Oreye, Belgium. The first step will see more
than EUR30m invested. The entire program will ensure a
significant capacity increase of more than 40% of BENEO’s
global chicory root fiber production to meet rising customer
demand and drive further growth within the market. The
work on both production sites is beginning in 2022.
Current market trends see a high demand in prebiotic
chicory root fiber due to the versatile benefits it offers
in product development. Over the past four years, the
number of new product launches containing chicory
root fiber inulin has grown by 50% globally, with the
market expected to reach USD11.48bn in 2028. BENEO’s
latest investment will allow for continued fulfillment of
market needs within the food and feed industry, while
demonstrating the company’s commitment to growing its
chicory root fiber business.

Perfectly
coordinated processes
with DIOSNA pre-dough
solutions and DIOSNA
systems for dough
development

DIOSNA Wendel Mixer

For dough at its best
DIOSNA Wendel Mixers enjoy worldwide recognition
for their excellent production of dough on a large scale.
Extremely gentle kneading allows the processing of
sensitive ingredients. Wendel Mixers are available in
various sizes and as hygienic design version for your
individual production processes.
DIOSNA is the world‘s leading specialist for pre-dough
and dough production equipment. Our machines in
cooperation with innovative biotechnology ensure the
best results in the food industry.
Quality made in Germany since 1885

DIOSNA.COM
BETTER FOR DOUGH

•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for all types of dough, masses and bars
Gentle dough and ingredient processing
Extremely efficient kneading
Linear transport system and hygienic design
Capacity up to 600 kg/batch at DY 150

news

Soaring Wheat Prices Push
Bread Costs Up

Wheat prices have surged from the U.S. to Russia, hitting a
record in Europe and raising bread costs all over the world. And
there may not be much relief soon, according to Bloomberg.
The crop was hit by droughts, frost and heavy rain this year in
key exporters. That’s curbed supplies used in everything from
pizza crusts and French baguettes to Asian noodles and African
couscous, pushing benchmark prices in Chicago to an almost
nine-year high.
That’s not just threatening higher grocery bills — it’s giving
central banks a bigger inflation headache and risks worsening
global hunger that’s already at a multiyear high. The worry is that
big crops looming in Argentina and Australia won’t fully ease tight
supply, and fields elsewhere are only just being planted.
“We could see further upside,” said Carlos Mera, head of
agricultural commodities market research at Rabobank in
London. “The higher the price goes, the more fear there is in
the market and the more panic buying.”

DSM to Acquire
Vestkorn Milling to
Accelerate Growth in
Plant-based Proteins

Cinnabon Signs Historic
Deal to Open 130 Units in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Cinnabon, the iconic bakery
and purveyor of craveable
cinnamon rolls, announced a
groundbreaking deal with the
Innovative Union Company (IUC)
to bring 130 new Cinnabon
bakeries to the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia (KSA) within the next five
years. The new bakeries will
be added to the 120 Cinnabon
locations that IUC currently
operates in KSA. Once the
additional units open, IUC will be
the largest Cinnabon franchisee in
the world with 250 bakeries.
The development agreement
is Cinnabon’s largest since the
beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, showcasing the brand’s
strong international momentum

despite the obstacles facing the
food service industry. The unique
high-quality product offered by
Cinnabon has performed incredibly
well in KSA over the past 18 years,
ultimately driving IUC’s decision to
further invest in the brand.
“We’re thrilled to partner with
IUC to expand Cinnabon’s
footprint across KSA,” says Beto
Guajardo, President of Focus
Brands International, a division
of Focus Brands LLC. “At a time
of revolutionary development
for Saudi business owners,
we are confident that IUC is
set-up to provide the financial
tools, resources and support for
budding entrepreneurs to operate
a successful franchise business.”

Cargill’s New Bright White
Chocolate Dazzles with
Extraordinary White Color
Royal DSM announced that it has
signed an agreement to acquire
Norwegian company Vestkorn
Milling, one of Europe’s leading
producers of pea- and beanderived ingredients for plantbased protein products, for an
enterprise value of EUR65m.
Vestkorn Milling is wellpositioned in the buoyant
alternative protein market,
supplying proteins, starches and
dietary fibers for plant-based
foods, pet food and animal feed.
The company has 55 employees
and is based in Tau on the southwest coast of Norway.
Patrick Niels, Executive Vice
10

President of DSM’s Food &
Beverage division, commented
on the acquisition: “Increasingly,
food and beverage producers
around the world are looking
to partners who can offer an
integrated portfolio of ingredients,
expertise, and solutions to help
them differentiate and get to
market fast. This is especially
important in the highly dynamic
meat alternatives space,
where consumer and societal
expectations around authentic
taste, texture, and nutritional
profile, as well as climate impact,
are becoming more and more
sophisticated.”

Winter - 2021

In the age of social media, visual appeal
is more important than ever. Cargill’s
new Bright White chocolate rises to this
challenge, with a new, dazzling bright white
chocolate that transforms any sweet treat
into a real eye-catcher.
“Nearly 20% of consumers state that the
visual appeal of a product is the key factor
influencing their purchase decision,” said
Cathrin Simon, Cargill’s marketing manager for chocolate.”
To achieve the extraordinarily white color, Cargill engineers first carefully
selected ingredients and used patented, proprietary processes to lighten
the color profile. With the ideal ingredients in hand, the team then
devised production processes and methodologies that maintain the
line’s unique white color.
Perfect for enrobing and decorating, Bright White chocolate can be used
in bakery, cereals, confectionery, dairy, decorations, cereals and similar
applications. It will be available in solid, liquid and easy-melt formats.

key suppliers guide

Berndorf Band
Group
As leading full-service supplier of steel belts
and belt systems, we provide tailor-made
solutions, which unite all requirements for
the baking industry. The dark and abrasionresistant surface of the belts absorbs heat,
saves energy, ensures consistent product
quality and keeps fibers and remnants of fat
from lodging in the steel belt. Our steel belts
resist temperatures of up to 400 °C/750 °F
and guarantee easy cleaning and highest
sanitary standards. Additionally a global
service network enables us to be as close as
possible to our customers and provide them
24/7 with prompt assistance.

www.berndorfband-group.com

IPCO

Solid and perforated
steel bake oven belts
IPCO is the world’s largest manufacturer
of steel bake oven belts, supplying OEMs
and end users around the world. Belts
are available in solid or perforated form
in widths from 800 mm to 3500 mm,
and are suitable for products as diverse
as bread, biscuits, brownies, crackers,
pastries, sponges, all-butter cookies and
pizza bases.
As well as supplying belts, IPCO provides
engineering support to ensure optimized
long-term belt performance, and can offer
a full range of ancillary equipment including
active and passive belt alignment solutions.
The company has production facilities in
Americas, Asia and Europe and a worldwide
technical service organization.

www.ipco.com/bake

GEA Bakery

A synergy between
two market leaders
GEA Imaforni and GEA Comas work
together within GEA Group as world
leaders in the design and manufacture
of industrial equipment and lines for the
production of crackers, cookies, cakes,
pastries and confectionery products. The
companies offer a state-of-the-art range
of solutions, supplied to more than 100
countries and backed by more than 100
years of combined knowhow, expertise,
and engineering excellence.

www.gea.com/bakery

Ishida Europe
– Ishida are the world leader in the design,
manufacture and installation of weighing,
packing and inspection solutions for the food
industry, helping manufacturers reduce costs
and downtime, increase efficiencies and
maximise profits.
With an installed global base in excess of
100,000 industrial machines, Ishida are the
undisputed world market leader for multihead
weighers and one of the leading suppliers of
snack food bagmakers, traysealers, X-Rayinspection systems, checkweighers, leak
detectors as well as a world-class supplier of
turnkey solutions for snacks, protein, frozen and
dry foods.

www.ishidaeurope.com
12
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Intralox
Intralox is a global manufacturer specializing in
conveying technologies that solve conveyance
problems, simplify processes, and save money
for customers. For more than 30 years, we’ve
been helping food and drink processors convey
their products more efficiently and more
profitably. The combination of our service
infrastructure, industry expertise, innovative
technology, and performance guarantees allows
our customers to achieve extraordinary results.
With extensive knowledge and experience of
food and drink processing applications, Intralox
supplies beneficial solutions for numerous
food and drink industries, including: Bakery;
Meat, poultry and seafood; Fruit and vegetable;
Beverage and brewery; Snack; Tortilla; Dairy;
Confectionary; Cookies and crackers.

www.www.intralox.com

Reading Bakery
Systems
Reading Bakery Systems (RBS) is a world
leading manufacturer of bakery equipment,
providing innovative process solutions for the
snack food industry. The RBS brands - Thomas
L. Green, Reading Pretzel, Exact Mixing and
Reading Thermal - offer production lines
capable of producing a wide range of snack
products, continuous mixing solutions and
oven profiling and consulting services. RBS
offers innovative, flexible snack systems to
produce a wide range of products including
pretzels, bread snacks, crackers, baked
chips, cookies, biscuits, pet treats and more.
Our experienced people apply decades of
manufacturing and food engineering expertise
to help customers create successful baked
snack products.

www.readingbakery.com

Koenig Group Bakery
Equipment
For more than 50 years, the Austrian company
Koenig supplies bakeries worldwide with highquality and technically sophisticated bakery
machines, lines and ovens.
Koenig is the partner for artisan as well as
industrial bakeries and the variety of rolls and
pastries produced on Koenig lines is endless
and considers eating behaviors worldwide.
The machine portfolio covers the entire bakery
production chain: From mixing over dividing
and rounding, forming and proofing, up to
baking, cooling and freezing.
Moreover, Koenig offers a worldwide 24/7
service hotline to ensure reliable support for
bakery production.

www.koenig-rex.com

Verhoeven Bakery
Equipment Family
The Verhoeven Bakery Equipment Family has
a long and successful history of tailor-made
development, engineering and production
solutions for the food industry. Our labels – BVT
Dough Process Solutions, NewCap Industrial
Handling Solutions, Vacuum Cooling & Baking
Solutions and Bakepack End of Line Solutions –
hold a strong, established position in the industrial
baking market, thanks to our innovative culture
and creative turn-key solutions. Because we are
independent, we can fulfil any of your (brandspecific) industrial baking line or equipment
needs. For example, we can combine four lines or
even supply a different grouping.

www.bvtbs.com

worldbakers.com
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Connected Machines
and Smart Sensors
Smart factories are gaining ground in practically
all food industries, with autonomous-operating
equipment. The task at hand is to solve machinenetworking challenges, and the answer lies in
smart sensors.
By Tudor Vintiloiu

T

oday, machines are connected
with each other to ensure the
seamless traceability of the entire
process chain. The next evolution
step is the direct communication
between the individual system modules
in real-time - M2M communication.
Static solutions quickly reach their limits,
because the intelligent factory comprises of
decentralized production environments with
different components, each of which have
their own data sources.
Without Cloud computing, the growing
amount of data can no longer be processed
and evaluated ad-hoc. The central challenge
in this case is to synchronize the virtual
representation of the production and the
actual production it represents. Machines
also have to independently report back
information on their operational state to the
maintenance personnel, for instance for
predictive maintenance.
Intelligent sensor systems take on a key
role. In addition to values such as pressure,
volumes and temperature, these artificial
“sensory organs” also measure oscillations
and vibrations. Based on this status data,

14
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the production monitors itself to a large
extent. Yet this alone does not suffice.
Industry 4.0-compatible sensors have an
enhanced interface, in addition to outputs
for the system control, which allows them to
be linked to Cloud services.
IMPLEMENTATION
As a technology supplier that develops
and provides state-of-the-art equipment,
Mecatherm shares their views on IoT
benefits in the industry. “We consider that in
industry 4.0, and particularly in the project
management regarding production lines,
there are several phases. You need industry
4.0 for the entire industrial life cycle of your
production line. This starts from the preproject stage, through to the development
and completion of the project, and includes
training staff, installing and running the
production line. Afterward, you operate and
manage your production flow. The last phase is
maintenance,” Raymond Nogael, group director
of marketing and business development at
Mecatherm tells us. For each of these beforeduring-after stages, the company defines
specific industry 4.0 solutions:

• A virtualization solution is designed to help
with the first “before” stage: the complex,
future production line is rendered in 3D,
helping the manufacturer fully understand
the environment, learn how to install the
line, and be confident with the future asset.
• The emulation tool is dedicated to
equipment: for each machine, there
is a specific program allowing the 3D
visualization of all the sensors. This helps
operators understand how to detect
problems, alerts, and to remotely control
the equipment and even repair it. This is
especially important in the case of very
large pieces of equipment, which can
be as tall as 8m, for example. Both the
emulation and the simulation tools are
developed with Siemens.
• For the “after” stage, for the maintenance
of the line in use, we are launching a new
concept of e-connect, an application that
analyzes the large amount of data stored
in the cloud and all deviations that may
occur in processes, equipment, or product
quality. The application will then send
a warning directly to the device: at this
point, we are not talking about a problem
yet, but identifying any deviation from set
parameters (i.e. temperature changes,
chamber sounds varying in intensity with
as little as 0.1 bpm, changes in product
size, etc). This will make maintenance
truly predictive.
SENSORS AND SMART MOTORS
A research by Gartner predicts that 25 billion
devices will be connected to the internet
of things by 2020, with some agencies
predicting even double this amount.
This presents plant managers with a
conundrum. Most food manufacturing and
processing plants currently have motors
powering essential equipment such as
mixers, conveyors and packaging machines.
These motors are just motors and do not play
in the same league as the other intelligent
devices in their factories.
With years of service often left in the motors,
it’s difficult for plant managers to justify
replacing motors that work effectively for the
sake of an upgrade just for the smart features.
As an alternative to investing in new,

more intelligent or smart equipment, plant
managers can achieve similar results by
investing in sensors that provide similar
functionality to connected devices.
Markus Brettschneider, of ABB’s food and
beverage program, shared with us the
workings and the advantages of using
the smart sensors they produce - with
applications in bakery production lines:
"ABB offers smart sensors, which can be
fitted to almost any standard low voltage
induction motor. The pocket-sized sensor,
dubbed ABB Ability Smart Sensor, is directly
attached in a couple of minutes to the
motor's frame, without wiring.
By using sensors that feed performance
data to the cloud through a smartphone or
gateway solution to a secure server, plant
managers can bring their motors up to date
with the IIoT. This data gives plant managers
a full picture — even on mobile devices — of
how their motors are working, without having
to carry out dangerous hands-on monitoring.
Plant managers can then carry out condition
based or predictive maintenance, rather than
periodic maintenance."
MAINTENANCE AND DOWNTIME
Brettschneider also explained for us how
using the right method to monitor the motor
condition, enabled plant managers to reduce
unplanned downtime by up to 70%. This is
particularly important in the food industry,
where even a short downtime can be
extremely costly. Infrastructure failures in this
industry can cost tens of thousands USD per
hour and have a serious impact on seasonally
produced items such as sugar.This is a cost
that plant managers can avoid by using the
right performance insight and awareness.
An increased awareness of the condition of
any motor also leads to a better awareness
of how an entire system is performing. For
example, a motor overheating or burning out
may indicate a problem elsewhere in the
production line, such as a line moving too fast
and producing waste. Eliminating this problem
could improve energy efficiency by up to 10%.
Also, because the data is logged into a
central database rather than recorded in
paperwork, it allows patterns to be detected
more easily and there is less risk of the data

ABB

By using sensors that feed performance data to the
cloud through a smartphone or gateway solution to a
secure server, plant managers can bring their motors up
to date with the IIoT.
worldbakers.com
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We expect these outcomes to lower
manufacturers’ production costs
all while offsetting some of their
carbon footprint, [...] accelerating
Europe’s transition to a greener,
healthier and more digital future.
being distorted. To go even further, operators
can also schedule planned preventative
maintenance, helping to stop downtime
altogether. There are now also components
and pieces of equipment that can tell an
operator when they need to be repaired so
this can be built into the facility's plans. In
addition, the more uptime a bakery achieves,
the less time is wasted, which in turn allows
bakers to reduce energy, water, etc. while
helping to boost green credentials as well.

Campden BRI

DIGITALIZATION AS A SOLUTION  
A team at Campden BRI Hungary is currently
working on an EIT Food-funded project to
optimize bakery processes and predict actual
consumer demand with computational tools.
The project, known as PrO4Bake, will help
small and medium-sized bakeries remain
competitive by saving on costs associated
with the production of baked goods. This has
never been more crucial during the current
competitive economic conditions, which are
compelling industries to meet production
demands in a cost-effective manner.
The project is coordinated by the University
of Hohenheim, and partners include Siemens,
Campden BRI Hungary, universities of Turin,
Aarhus and Lund, the Spanish National
Research Council and the Institute of Animal
Reproduction and Food Research of the Polish
Academy of Sciences.
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The computational tools will allow manufacturers
to adjust the amount and range of baked
products to the demands of consumers while
adapting production planning and processes to
best practice. This will make machine-powered
processes more efficient, which, in turn, will
reduce raw material use, energy consumption
and CO2 emissions. "We expect these outcomes
to lower manufacturers’ production costs all
while offsetting some of their carbon footprint.
With its contributions to accelerating Europe’s
transition to a greener, healthier and more digital
future, the PrO4Bake innovation project was
nominated for the 2020 EIT Innovators Award,"
Campden BRI's experts explained.
INDUSTRY 4.0 FOR SUSTAINABLE
PLANTS
Industry 4.0 is proving to be a direct
pacemaker for the energy turnaround at field
level. More and more sensors are implemented
for the continuous monitoring of ramified
production plants. The sensors themselves do
not require batteries, since they send their data
by radio transmission. They directly “harvest”
the required energy from the environment via
energy harvesting, meaning from processes
that transform the energy available on-site
from temperature gradients, solar radiation or
mechanical movements into usable energy. The
market of the energy harvesting systems is still
in a very early phase. 

Mecatherm

You need industry 4.0 for the
entire industrial life cycle of your
production line. This starts from
the pre-project stage, through to
the development and completion
of the project.
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Designed to Meet
Shifting Snack Food
Demands
Conventional cracker production lines have been
producing sheeted snacks at high volumes for
decades. Made from a fermented dough, these
laminated, saltine-style crackers have been largely
manufactured on single-purpose systems. But
consumer demand for new snack food options is
starting to outpace the production capabilities of
traditional cracker production lines.
By Reading Bakery Systems
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T

oday’s customers are looking
for snack foods in a wider range
of shapes, tastes, and textures
than ever before. They also want
healthier snacks that are baked,
not fried, and made from ingredients that
meet nutritional or dietary requirements.
While some of today’s popular new crisps
can be manufactured on older cracker
production lines, many others cannot. To
help manufacturers meet these expanding
crisp demands, RBS developed the MultiCrisp Baked Snack System.
KEY MULTI-CRISP SYSTEM
ADVANTAGES
The Multi-Crisp System gives snack food
manufacturers the flexibility to create
baked snack crisps from several different
ingredients – potato, wheat, multi-grain,
rice, corn masa, and more – on one
production line. The System is engineered
to handle the sensitive doughs of these
new crisps.
Such doughs are difficult to sheet and
form, and traditional production lines
generally cannot do the job. The MultiCrisp System can, and with a smaller,
more energy-efficient footprint than a
conventional cracker production line. The
Multi-Crisp System is also much simpler,
and less labor-intensive to operate. The
system produces a range of popular
snacks, including:
• Baked Potato or Tortilla Crisps
• Gluten-Free Crisps/Crackers
• Wheat Crisps
• Crackers with Inclusions
MIXING & DOUGH HANDLING
Crisp doughs don’t require laytime like
traditional crackers, so the Multi-Crisp
System doesn’t require operators to
manage proof rooms and numerous dough
troughs.
Depending on the product and the level of
automation required, Multi-Crisp Systems
often use a continuous mixer to deliver
the dough straight to the production line.
For consistent baked crisp production,
moving the dough from the mixer to the
oven as quickly as possible is critical, as it
helps prevent variations in the dough and
enables consistent product textures.
This streamlined continuous mixing
process is also recipe-driven to help
ensure fully repeatable product quality.
Along with simplifying mixing processes,
automated continuous mixing capabilities

help reduce labor, eliminate waste and
improve consistency.
Continuous mixers from Exact Mixing are
available in a range of mixer models and
sizes. The FX Continuous Mixing System
was specifically developed for the potato
crisp process. The FX Mixer automatically
distributes small amounts of moisture
evenly into large amounts of powder, a
process that is particularly well suited to
the hydroscopic powders that are used to
make the potato-based products. The MX
Continuous Mixer or EX Continuous Mixer
is used to produce wheat or corn-based
crisps, depending on the dough properties.
SHEETING EQUIPMENT
The Multi-Crisp System’s sheeting
equipment and capabilities are also
better suited for crisp production than
those found on traditional cracker lines.
For example, 4-roll sheeters have been
producing crackers for decades. They
produce a smooth initial dough sheet,
but they also create a large “pressure
pocket” of dough between the four rolls.
The level of pressure the dough is under
depends on the ratio of speeds between
the upper and lower rolls. If the pressure
gets too high, it can damage to the gluten
of the dough and result in a harder-biting
cracker that’s prone to breakage.
The Multi-Crisp System features a 3-roll
sheeter that creates a much smaller
pressure pocket, thereby exposing the
dough to pressure for less time than its
four-roll counterpart. This makes the
3-roll sheeter a much better sheeting
option when working with the more
sensitive crisp doughs.
Similarly, gauge rolls on traditional
cracker lines cannot deliver the flexibility
that crisp production requires, since their

worldbakers.com
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differential speed – often fixed at 5% by
the equipment manufacturer
– cannot be adjusted. The
5% differential speed
works well for traditional
wheat-based doughs,
but is not well suited
for crisps made from
non-wheat doughs.
The Multi-Crisp
System provides the
needed flexibility with a
variable speed differential
that can be adjusted for different
ingredient recipes. Operators can change
speed differentials from a touch screen so
that each dough is processed at the exact
speed at which it sheets optimally.
Finally, traditional crackers lines employ
lamination to create a softer, flakier
cracker. Since the Multi-Crisp products
are thinner and crunchier, they don’t
require lamination.
BAKING OVENS & DRYERS
Most crackers are baked with direct gas
fired (DGF) ovens, which can have up to
300 burners. The large number of burners
is necessary for consistent heat, but the
configuration makes this oven type more
difficult to operate and maintain. The MultiCrisp System uses convection-style ovens
20
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and dryers that are far more user-friendly.
Convection ovens offer simpler and easier
operation. They only have four control
points – air velocity, exhaust, temperature
and overall bake time. This helps greatly
in producing consistent products over a
24- hour period rather than typical “shift
variation” that customers may experience.
Multi-Crisp Systems employ a postbake dryer that makes it much easier
to control product color. The post-bake
dryer also generates uniform moisture
extraction from the product, virtually
eliminating the “checking” issue
associated with other processes.
CONCLUSION
The RBS Multi-Crisp Baked Snack
System can produce a wide range of
crisp products to meet today’s expanding
customer demand for healthier snacking
options. Many of the snack types
described in this paper
can be produced
on the same
production line. If
you would like to
discuss a possible new
product idea or need more
information on any of our snack
systems, please contact us directly, or
visit us at www.readingbakery.com. 
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The Race for Health
and Indulgence is On
Consumer interest in a diet with wellness benefits was already
on the rise before the onset of COVID-19. But the pandemic
forced consumers to think more about their lifestyles. That also
aroused the desire to better understand ingredients and enjoy
delicious – the most important aspect – products which can
incidentally protect and promote good health.
By Tudor Vintiloiu

A

ccording to a report by Friesland
Campina Ingredients Food &
Beverages, consumers are
keen to pursue unforgettable
experiences and adopt new
definitions of indulgence. "Today, it’s all
about a total and immersive experience
that tickles all the senses. They are finding
more time to experiment in-home, get
more creative and discover new flavor
combinations," the report notes. Cookie
cheesecake cupcakes, double brewed
milk tea frappe with salted chips milk
foam, extreme milk tea tasting sliders and
excessively fluffy waffles are now seeing
the light in the homes of consumers as
they create their own feel-good moments
to cherish. Out of home is also joining the
party, by bringing unforgettable experiences
to consumers’ doorstep through DIY kits or
online baking classes.
HEALTH VS. INDULGENCE
"The bakery industry finds itself caught
between two competing headwinds,"
says Tate & Lyle in a recent analysis. "The
powerful desire for moments of comfort and
indulgence and the ongoing trend towards
healthier living. The latter of these is being

Puratos

driven by consumers’ increasing preference
for healthier options, as well as government
policies intended to boost public health."
The importance of reducing calorie and
sugar content came through strongly in
a survey they conducted. However, it’s
clear that positive nutrition is also gaining
ground as a way to deliver health benefits
while still offering consumers the sweet,
indulgent treats many are looking for.
This could also reflect various government
policies that aim to educate consumers on
the nutritional profile of products in order
to drive changes in consumption habits, as
well as advertising restrictions on high-fat,
salt and sugar (HFSS) products.
"These have given rise to initiatives such as
Nutriscore and 'traffic-light' systems, and
scoring well on these measures is about
more than just calorie and sugar reduction.
Overall, what emerges from our data is
a picture of a sector that is innovating
rapidly in the face of significant changes in
the market," Tate & Lyle points out.
Mintel research shows that, as the
coronavirus crisis unfolded, consumers
have gravitated towards bread as a
trusted, reliable, adaptable and comforting
food. This suggests a positive boost to both

The drive for more organic, locally produced and sustainable
products is the result of not only environmentally conscious
decision-making but also their perceived health advantages.
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the volume of bread consumption
and the image of bread in general.
According to Mintel, in the years
running up to the pandemic, many
consumers were becoming more
cautious about their bread intake,
with wheat increasingly being viewed
as an ingredient to avoid. As a result,
bread products that demonstrated
better nutritional performance –
those with greater fiber content or
gut-health boosting properties –
were growing in popularity.

Friesland
Campina

EYE ON ENVIRONMENT
AND PLANT POWER
Growing awareness around human
impact on the planet has pricked
consumer consciences, with
more and more people making a
concerted effort to make informed
choices about what they buy,
from fashion to food. According to
the latest Taste Tomorrow 2021
research by Puratos, two thirds
(66%) of respondents now want to
know where their food comes from
and how it is made. The research
also found that 58% of them seek
food produced with care for the
environment in mind. Around 60%
are buying organic, and 61% look for
foods made with local ingredients.
Waste – in relation to both
packaging and food – is also cause
for concern. Three in four (75%)
are looking to buy products sold in
sustainable packaging, with 60%
showing an interest in foods that
claim zero-waste, and more than a
third (37%) look for products made
from up-cycled ingredients.
The drive for more organic, locally
produced and sustainable products is
the result of not only environmentally
conscious decision-making but also
their perceived health advantages.
More than half (57%) of respondents
agree plant-based diets have a
positive impact on the environment,

Today, it’s all about a total and immersive
experience that tickles all the senses.
[Consumers] are finding more time to
experiment in-home, get more creative
and discover new flavor combinations.

The bakery industry finds
itself caught between two
competing headwinds - the
powerful desire for moments
of comfort and indulgence
and the ongoing trend
towards healthier living.
and a similar proportion (53%) thinks
these options are healthier than
animal-based. As the single biggest
trend in today’s food industry, plantbased eating presents challenges
as well as opportunities for bakers.
This is the reason for its prioritization
by the innovation team at Puratos,
helping support and inspire bakers
as they extend their plant-based
offerings in 2022. With the adoption
of ethical, plant-powered lifestyles on
the rise, the demand for transparency
throughout the supply chain – from
farmer to fork – is also expected to
become even greater.

Tate & Lyle

CONCLUSION
Many consumers have spent much
of 2021 stuck at home in lockdowns
and are looking for adventure and
excitement in their food and beverage
experiences. As we head into 2022,
experts believe this will be channeled
through exotic flavor choices.
Premium products and flavors have
seen significant growth, particularly
in the Asian market, and specialists
expect this trend to continue as
consumers become wealthier and
seek out indulgence and quality.
As well as focusing on rich, highquality taste, manufacturers will
also continue to play with textures
to enhance product value and make
them stand out from the crowd.
The past year has seen consumers
prioritizing more fresh and local
ingredients as they spend more
time at home. With this newfound
consciousness of where their food
comes from and its environmental
impact, we’ll see consumers
becoming increasingly focused on
authenticity and traceability, wanting
to understand exactly where a
product has been sourced from. 
worldbakers.com
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Seasonal Savories
It’s the most wonderful time of the year…
for savory pies. Retailers, bakers, and
manufacturers are all prepped for Christmas
2021 as customers seize the opportunity to
celebrate two Christmases in one.
By Sharmila Rajah
Everyone loves pies. Pies are hugely
popular the world over but they are
particularly loved in the pie nations of
Britain and Australia. Savory pies are
convenient and versatile snacks that can
be consumed any time of the day. This
festive season, the humble pie makes its
appearance with lashings of new flavors
while brands strictly observe customers’
demand for sustainability, vegan-friendly
preferences, and healthy pies – an outcome
triggered by the pandemic.
The global savory snacks market is
expected to reach USD171.9bn by 2027,
rising at a market growth of 7.5% CAGR.
Mintel estimates that the UK savory snack
market alone soared by USD230m in
2020. Meanwhile, the Asia Pacific savory
snacks market, led by countries such as
China, India, and Australia, was valued at
USD52,559.4m in 2018 and is forecast to
reach USD73,981.4m by 2023. About 56% of
savory snacks are in the pie family - pies are
part of the high turnover category. Increasing
market penetration and growing consumer
demand for meat snacks are expected to
boost the overall demand for savory snacks.
In fact, snacking has been on the rise
since the pandemic brought about globalwide lockdowns. Fragmented eating
has replaced traditional meals through
lockdowns globally. Frozen savory snacks
have been flying off supermarket shelves
since the start of the pandemic, with 32%
of consumers purchasing more frozen
24
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products since lockdown.
In a post-Covid 19 world,
healthy snacking enjoys
prominence, strongly driven
by consumers’ need for
convenience, comfort, and
nutrition. Manufacturers are
continuing to capitalize on consumers’
preference for convenient food products
with an on-the-go trend for snacking; and
have been driven to innovate with New
Product Development (NPD), offering a
diverse range of snacks with new flavor
profiles, ingredients, and packaging.
CHRISTMAS & PIES
Across Britain, the holidays
mean it’s time for pies, a beloved
British classic. Sales of mince pies
are expected to top USD133m this
year, with two-thirds of the population
purchasing at least once this Christmas.
Supermarket own-labels by Waitrose and
Sainsbury are hugely popular during the
festive season – you’ll find traditional
formulas with familiar flavors alongside
more alternative toppings such as plantbased versions that appeal to younger taste
buds on supermarket shelves.
Like in any snack category, innovation and
competition are key drivers of growth for the
market. The industry’s top players –Waitrose,
Sainsbury, and the Wrights Food Group –
have been busy launching new product
offerings to cater to consumers’ evolving

tastes and preferences, with much of the
attention and creativity given to the pie filling.
• aitrose unveils the Pork & Game Pie –
elevated by adding venison and pheasant to
the outdoor-bred pork filling with traditional
hot water crust pastry that’s finished with
a savory bone stock jelly; and for diversity,
there are a dozen mini savory Vegetable Pies
that come with a mix of mushroom pies,
as well as, creamy leek and vegetable pies
made with a light vegan puff pastry.
• For an alternative winter treat, Higgidy,
a fresh food manufacturer, stocks their
Very Merry Veggie Pies on store shelves.
The pies are made with seasonal root
vegetables, festive spices, braised red
cabbage, and a sprinkling of Brussels
sprout and chestnut crumb.
• Supermarket chain ASDA brings out their
exclusive Candied Clementine Hidden Centre
Pork Pie with Blood Orange Jelly, made with
British outdoor-bred cured pork with ruby port,
cranberry, blood orange jelly on top, and a
candied clementine in its center.
• At Marks & Spenser (M&S) stores,
consumers fill their carts with the all-savory
Turkey & Ham Christmas Pudding Pie – a
butter shortcrust pastry pie that’s filled with
layers of British turkey, pulled ham hock,
and fruity pork stuffing topped with a pastry
holly leaf and icing drizzle.
				
2021 NPD
Pie manufacturers have been busy churning out
a host of savory pies throughout the year. Here
are some of the crowd favorites:
• Vale of Mowbray added three innovative
flavors to its pork pie line-up on shelves in
Tesco, Asda, and Sainsbury – the Pork &
Apple, and Pork, Cheese & Pickle flavors are
available in mini-packs; and the mediumsized Pork & Caramelized Onion Pie features
a lattice lid. The pie maker underwent a
rebranding process, revealing a modern,
new look with its design and packaging.
• Renowned Bells Food Group put their
number one selling Scotch Pies on the
shelves of M&S food halls across Scotland.
• The Grocer Brand of the Year 2020 Pukka
has two products shortlisted in The Grocer’s
New Product Awards 2021 – their Vegan
Minced Steak & Onion Pie and Chicken &

Bacon Pie. Britain’s leading Hot Pie brand is
growing dynamically with retail sales worth
USD64.5m. Pukka also launched a limited
edition Sausage, Leek & Cider pie during the
summer. Imagine 144 layers of signature
puff pastry wrapped around tasty slices of
pork sausage with diced leeks and apples,
in a golden Stowford Press Cider gravy. The
brand’s classic All Steak and Chicken &
Mushroom pies are much loved.
• Holland’s Pies marked their 170th anniversary
with the launch of two new frozen pies – a
Peppered Steak Pie and Pork Pie. Comprising
British and Irish steak with peppercorn sauce
in shortcrust pastry, the Peppered Steak Pie
brings one of Holland’s ‘stadium favorites’ to
retail. They can be heated from frozen in the
oven or microwave. The Pork Pie, meanwhile,
contains seasoned British pork encased in
its signature pork pie pastry and is to be
baked in the oven to be relished. The brand’s
classic Potato & Meat Pie has seen sales rise
by 25.6% year on year. The brand’s range of
pies contains no preservatives, MSG, artificial
colors, flavors, or added hydrogenated fats.
TRACKING PIE TRENDS
As the plant-based market in Britain expands
to almost USD800m, most pie brands are
embracing the vegan trend, experimenting with
different types of seeds, meat alternatives,
vegetables, and grains in their savory pastries.
• Pukka’s vegan range saw two of the
brand’s bestselling pie recipes trade their
ingredients for 100% vegan alternatives,
bringing shoppers Vegan Chicken &
Mushroom and Vegan Minced Steak & Onion
last year. The brand’s vegan range is already
worth USD4.26m in retail just a year since
its debut. Pukka has expanded its product
portfolio to include a Smoky Cheddar Flavor
& Onion pie. Pukka’s green pies have been
accredited with the Vegetarian Society
Approved vegan trademark, which appeals
to many shoppers – 55% of shoppers are
actively reducing their meat intake while
the number of vegans in the UK has risen by
305% in the last year.
• Pork Farms developed its first Porkless Pork
Pie, which features a plant-based meat
replacement filling. The vegan pie contains
pea protein, a natural protein with nutrients
worldbakers.com
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As the plant-based market in Britain expands
to almost USD800m, most pie brands are
embracing the vegan trend, experimenting
with different types of seeds, meat
alternatives, vegetables, and grains in their
savory pastries.
and amino acids, encased in a hot
water crust pastry with seasoning.
With growing interest in authentic flavors
and global influences, there’s also been
a penchant towards eating more spicy
foods, incorporating chili into different
recipes for flavor, vibrancy and color.
• Premium producer of chilled savory
pastry products Addo Food Group
has tapped into Britain’s demand for
international cuisine with a selection
of pies under a new brand called
Carnival Kitchen. The range, launched
at selected UK Waitrose and Asda
stores, included the Philly Steak &
Cheese Pie made with pulled beef,
peppers with a Monterey Jack and
Philly cheese sauce, and Tandoori
Chicken Pie, a spicy combination of
chicken, tomato, onion, and coriander
in a tandoori sauce.
• Higgidy released its Paneer & Spiced
Chickpea and Indian-Spiced Vegetable
Pies to consumers’ delight; all its
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veggie pies are made with seeded
spelt shortcrust pastry, using seeds
such as linseeds and poppy seeds to
complement the pie fillings.
AUSTRALIA
Australians eat 270m meat pies each
year, fuelling the growth of the Frozen
Cake and Pastry Manufacturing industry
due to the continuing popularity of
the meat pie. The classic meat pie –
essentially a single serving of pastry,
filled with 100% minced beef in a mouthwatering gravy sauce – is undoubtedly
Australia’s quintessential dish. Very
similar to the British pie, the Aussie
version is smaller and more compact,
designed and packaged to be eaten with
the hands, which makes them perfect on
the go. Savory pies are now reflecting the
country’s cultural diversity, with brands
such as Garlo’s making pies that are
Kosher and Halal certified.
• Pie giant Four’N Twenty Pies has
been making pies since 1947, with
its classic beef and gravy recipe
made from quality cuts of beef. The
pies come in many different flavors
including beef, steak & cheese, lamb
& mint sauce, tandoori chicken,
vegemite, and cheese. The brand
recently released a plant-based,
meat-free pie.
• Golden North Pty Ltd, a leading global
producer of frozen pies, produces both
traditional varieties such as steak and
cheese, as well as innovative flavors
like chicken curry or spicy Mexican
chili con carne.
• Outback Pie Co is embracing the
vegan trend. The company, which
manufactures more than 6000 pies
per hour, is focusing on vegetablebased flavors such as roast vegetable
and lentil coconut curry, and creamy
broccoli and cauliflower. Steak, steak
bacon and cheese, and pepper steak
pies are cult classics.
• With a name synonymous with
‘quality and service in Australia
since 1893’, Sargents is one of the
country’s largest pie manufacturers.
Its products now include a Premium
Range, Traditional Range, Party Range,
and a selection of Aussie Angus pies.
Sargents’ pies are sold in either a
four-pack such as the Premium SlowCooked King Island Beef in Rich Gravy
or as smaller two-pack options like its
Premium Selection Vegetable Pies. •
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